REGULATIONS
of the International Championship on Hairdressing Art

“EURASIA CUP"
1. CONCEPT
The objectives: the development and popularization of hairdressing at the international level;
determine new fashion trends; sharing of experience, skill and professionalism of masters and stylists
From countries around the world, and the demonstration of new techniques, technologies and
professional skills, raising the prestige of professional participants of the Championship; the opening
of the New Champions of World in hairdressing art.
2. THE LIST CONTESTS OF THE EURASIA CUP:
Contest

MEN’S HAIRCUT AND BLOW DRY
(salon category)
PERSPECTIVE WOMEN’S HAIRCUT
(creative
category)
Individual
competitions WOMEN’S HAIRCUT AND BLOW DRY
(salon category)
(21 April
2017):
PERSPECTIVE MEN’S HAIRCUT
(creative category)
EVENING HAIRSTYLE
BRIDE’S HAIRSTYLE
Team
INTERNATIONAL TEAMS SHOW
competitions

Work on stage

Jury

Mini-defile

11:00-11:40

11:40-12:00

12:00-12:10

12:15-12:55

12:55-13:15

13:15-13:25

13:30-14:10
14:45-15:25

14:10-14:30
15:25-15:45

14:30-14:40
15:45-15:55

Evening defile,
awards ceremony

17:00 – 19:00
(in programm
«Fashion Evening»)

In show-program “Interstyle”
(22 April 2017, 13:30 – 17:30)

3. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPETITIVE WORKS
3.1. Participants perform contest’s work according to a given category. Makeup, hair, clothes,
accessories to the model should complete common image that matches in the nomination contest.
3.2. Participants use their own materials and products, tools for the job. Allows all kinds of tools,
devices and materials.
3.3. Participant's contest work - is its author's work. Plagiarism and the use of someone else's work is
refused.
3.4. During contest time model should be covered by cape. The model can help the participant only
holding accessories.
3.5. Required accessories, hairpieces, jewelry that complete the image participant should prepared in
advance and lie separately on the dressing table, the experts of the judges have the opportunity to look
at them during the competition.
3.6. For non-compliance of the competition jury assign penalty points.

4. PARTICIPANTS CONTESTS
4.1. Participate can professionals from different world countries, masters of beauty salons and the best
students of specialized educational institutions. Participants' age, years of experience and specialization
of participants are unlimited.
4.2. Each participant must:
• Apply the form for participation in the Festival Organizing Committee before 01 April 2017
• Pay the registration fee for each contest.
• Take the mandatory registration on the day of the competitions on the stand "Organizing Committee".
• Being with a model behind the scenes of the main stage of the Festival for 15 min before to the
contest, in which he takes part
4.3. If necessary, the Organizing Committee may provide the participant model. Model’s work is paid
by the Participant.
4.4. Participant agrees that the Organizing Committee publishes the results of the competition in the
media without author’s agreement and without payment of remuneration, but, if possible, with the
name of the author.
5. REWARDING. PRIZES OF THE EURASIA CUP
Individual competitions
5.1. The award ceremony (individual competitions) takes place on the stage during the evening show
program on the same day, together with catwalk models that represent the contest works. Spectators
have the opportunity to see the work of all participants, the winners and those who created them.
5.2. Each individual competitor will receive the official Diploma of the EURASIA CUP
5.3. The Prize-winners (first, second and third place for each contest separately in individual
competitions) will be awarded the Winner-Diploma, Medals, Trophy-Cup, prizes and receive the
Title - "Champion (Vice-Champion, Bronze winner) of the EURASIA CUP". *If in the contest
was attended by over 20 participants, the number of prizes is increased.
Team competitions
5.4. Each member of team will receive the official Diploma of the EURASIA CUP (for show)
5.5. Each team in show will be the Winner in a certain category, will receive a Trophy Cup and
the Prize-Title.
5.6. Status "THE BEST TEAM-WINNER" of the EURASIA CUP will be awarded to the team, that
earns the highest ratings in both kinds of competitions - team and individual.
6. JURY
6.1. The International Jury and the Observers shall be appointed by the Organizing Committee
of the Festival. The jury consists of competent highly qualified specialists in hairdressing art, topstylists, champions, world-class masters, the trend-stylists, leading teachers, famous hairdressers,
designers and artists, heads of delegations and teams, leadership of the World Confederation of
hairdressers CMC.
6.2. The jury will evaluate every job according to the following system: a minimum point - 16, the
maximum point - 30.
6.3. The members of the jury can assign penalty points (maximum 5 points).
6.4. Protocol of assessments each member of the jury delivers to the Executive Secretary of the Audit
Commission in the hall of the competition.
6.5. Prize-winning places only determined by mathematical calculation of points, without
"consultation room."
6.6. On the stage (before the start and during the competition) Observers will monitor compliance with
the rules of the Championship.
Contests’ conditions of the EURASIIA CUP are added to the regulations.

Conditions for participants of the Team Competition
“INTERNATIONAL TEAM SHOW”
The PURPOSE of the «International Team Show»:
exchange of experiences, skill and professionalism among
masters and stylists from around the world; demonstration
of new techniques, technologies and professional skills of
works; identifying and promoting new fashion trends in
hairdressing art.
FORMAT. Each team presents a show with total artistic
and technical liberty.
Not only the hairstyle will be judged, but also the overall
effect, innovations, and the beauty, for models’ clothes.
In show team demonstrates his technique, creativity,
methods, technologies and skills of hairstyles and
haircutting. The show should be interesting not only
professionals but also the general public; the show must
have a theatrical concept, the story and the action on stage.
Therefore, the show should consist of two main parts,
which will be in harmony with an equal ratio of the time
of the show (50/50):
1) the elements of the master class, which will demonstrate
the professional skills of all team members;
2) defile, action, artistic staging and theatrical performance
on stage.
Number of models on the stage is not limited, but it is
recommended, from 7 to 15 models.
TEAM. Each team can have 3 - 6 members.
New!
From one country may be a FEW teams.
TIME. Time for the show is 10-15 minutes.
JURY. The jury will be made up of the Presidents of the
Federations Participating or artistic director appointed the
President of the Federation.
MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT.
Musical accompaniment of the show team prepared
before. The soundtrack for show should be sent by 1 April,
2017 to Organizing Committee (E-mail: info@crystalangel.com.ua). Requirement to soundtrack: good quality,
format «wave» or «mp3», time – no more than 15 min.
PRIZES.
Each member of team will receive the official Diploma of
the EURASIA CUP (for show).
New!
Each team in show will be the Winner in a certain
category, will receive a Trophy Cup and the PrizeTitle.
Status "THE BEST TEAM-WINNER" of the EURASIA
CUP will be awarded to the team, that earns the highest
ratings in both kinds of competitions - team and individual
Remark: Casting of models is held 20 April, 2017.
Rehearsals on stage will be 21 April, after 19:00.

Conditions for participants of the Individual Competitions
Contest
“MEN’S HAIRCUT AND BLOW DRY (salon category)”
Contest work is making on the stage, at the workplace with a
mirror.
1. Time of work – 40 minutes
2. Participants must make a commercial men’s haircutting with
blow dry. This contest’s work should correspond to existing fashion
in men’s haircuts this season.
3. Before the beginning of the contest model goes on a stage with
wet combing back hair, covered by cape.
4. Contest work performed on male models (human). Using a
mannequin-head is not allowed.
5. A hair-cutting must have the expressed lines, design and texture to
reflect the salon’s work, demonstrate modern technological methods.
6. Clothing, accessories, make-up, hair cut should be integrated – a
commercial fashion male image.
7. NOT Allowed:
- eccentric the image and eccentric hair coloring;
- regrown undyed hair roots;
- parting model’s hair on zones before the contest;
- to use wigs, hairpieces and colors sprays
8. Hair coloring is done beforehand.
9. Allowed: the use of any professional cosmetics, tools and
equipment for cutting and styling hair.
10. In assessing the jury considers the perspective haircuts, matching
salon’s commercial work, design, texture, and haircuts lines, color,
complexity of work, cleanliness and technique of haircut and styling.

Contest
“PERSRECTIVE MEN’S HAIRCUT (creative category)”
1. Contest work is making on the stage, at the workplace with a

mirror.
2. Time of work – 40 minutes
3. Participants must make a perspective men’s haircutting with

blow dry. This contest’s work should outperform existing fashion
and reflect the fashion trends in men’s haircuts upcoming season.
4. Before the beginning of the contest model goes on a stage with
wet combing back hair, covered by cape.
5. Contest work performed on male models (human). Using a
mannequin-head is not allowed.
6. A hair-cutting must have the expressed lines, design and texture to
reflect perspective appearance, demonstrate modern technological
methods.
7. Clothing, accessories, make-up, hair cut should be integrated – a
promising fashion male image.
8. Permitted: disparity, eccentric hair coloring, creative freedom
9. The color and length of hair - arbitrary. Hair coloring is done
beforehand.
10. Allowed: the use of any professional cosmetics, tools and
equipment for cutting and styling hair.
11. NOT Allowed: regrown undyed hair roots; parting model’s hair
on zones before the contest; to use wigs, hairpieces and colors
sprays
12. In assessing the jury considers the perspective haircuts, matching
fashion trends, design, texture, and haircuts lines, colour, complexity
of work, cleanliness and technique of haircut and styling.

Contest
“WOMEN’S HAIRCUT AND BLOW DRY (salon category)”
Contest work is making on the stage, at the workplace with a
mirror.
1. Time of work – 40 minutes
2. Participants must make a commercial women’s haircutting with
blow dry. This contest’s work should correspond to existing fashion
in women’s haircuts this season.
3. Before the beginning of the contest model goes on a stage with
wet combing back hair, covered by cape.
4. Contest work performed on female models (human). Using a
mannequin-head is not allowed.
5. A hair-cutting must have the expressed lines, design and texture to
reflect the salon’s work, demonstrate modern technological methods.
6. Clothing, accessories, make-up, hair cut should be integrated – a
commercial fashion female image.
7. NOT Allowed:
- eccentric the image and eccentric hair coloring;
- regrown undyed hair roots;
- parting model’s hair on zones before the contest;
- to use wigs, hairpieces and colors sprays
8. Hair coloring is done beforehand.
9. Allowed: the use of any professional cosmetics, tools and
equipment for cutting and styling hair.
10. In assessing the jury considers the perspective haircuts, matching
salon’s commercial work, design, texture, and haircuts lines, color,
complexity of work, cleanliness and technique of haircut and styling.

Contest
“PERSRECTIVE WOMEN’S HAIRCUT (creative category)”
1. Contest work is making on the stage, at the workplace with a

mirror.
2. Time of work – 40 minutes
3. Participants must make a perspective women’s haircutting with
blow dry. This contest’s work should outperform existing fashion
and reflect the fashion trends in women’s haircuts upcoming
season.
4. Before the beginning of the contest model goes on a stage with
wet combing back hair, covered by cape.
5. Contest work performed on female models (human). Using a
mannequin-head is not allowed.
6. A hair-cutting must have the expressed lines, design and texture to
reflect perspective appearance, demonstrate modern technological
methods.
7. Clothing, accessories, make-up, hair cut should be integrated – a
promising fashion female image.
8. Permitted: disparity, eccentric hair coloring, creative freedom
9. The color and length of hair - arbitrary. Hair coloring is done
beforehand.
10. Allowed: the use of any professional cosmetics, tools and
equipment for cutting and styling hair.
11. NOT Allowed: regrown undyed hair roots; parting model’s hair
on zones before the contest; to use wigs, hairpieces and colors sprays
12. In assessing the jury considers the perspective haircuts, matching
fashion trends, design, texture, and haircuts lines, colour, complexity
of work, cleanliness and technique of haircut and styling.

Conditions for participants of the Individual Competitions
Contest
“EVENING HAIRSTYLE (High prize for elegance)”
Contest work is making on the stage, at the workplace with a
mirror.
1. Time of work – 40 minutes
2. Participant must complete a fashionable evening hairstyle.
This work should reflect the competitive prospects of evening
hairstyle, that is ahead of the current fashion and match the
fashion trends in evening hairstyles upcoming season.
3. Before the beginning of the contest model goes on stage with
flowing straight hair or pre-curled hair, necessarily covered by
cape.
4. Contest work performed on female models (human). Using a
mannequin-head is not allowed.
5. Hairstyle should have harmonious form, expressive lines, design,
texture demonstrate modern technology methods.
6. Clothing, accessories, make-up, hair cut should be integrated – a
promising fashion evening image.
7. The color of hair - arbitrary. Hair coloring and prepared in
beforehand (waving or straightening)
8. Length of hair at the back area – at least 20 cm.
9. Allowed:
- the use hair-piece and decorative elements as accent, but not
more than 30% of the finished hairstyle;
- the use any type of professional hair cosmetics, any tools for hair
styling and any techniques;
- to use hairpieces and pads (in hair) to create a form.
10. NOT Allowed:
- regrown and undyed hair roots;
- fluffy hair on the boundary line;
- the use of wigs, masks, hats, cover the model’s hair;
- the parting hair for zones or making tails before the contest;
- the use of hairpieces and pads not covered by the model’s hair;
- to use colors sprays.
11. In assessing the jury considers the perspective haircuts,
matching fashion trends, design, texture, and haircuts lines, colour,
complexity of work, cleanliness and technique of haircut and
styling.

Conditions for participants of the Individual Competitions
Contest
“BRIDE’S HAIRSTYLE (The spring day’s dream)”
Contest work is making on the stage, at the workplace with a
mirror.
1. Time of work – 40 minutes
2. Participant must complete a fashionable wedding hairstyle.
This work should reflect the competitive prospects of wedding
hairstyle, that is ahead of the current fashion and match the
fashion trends in wedding hairstyles upcoming season.
3. Before the beginning of the contest model goes on stage with
flowing straight hair or pre-curled hair, necessarily covered by
cape.
4. Contest work performed on female models (human). Using a
mannequin-head is not allowed.
5. Hairstyle should have harmonious form, expressive lines,
design, texture demonstrate modern technology methods.
6. Clothing, accessories, make-up, hair cut should be integrated –
a promising fashion wedding image.
7. The color of hair - arbitrary. Hair coloring and prepared in
beforehand (waving or straightening)
8. Length of hair at the back area – at least 20 cm.
9. Allowed:
- the use hair-piece and decorative elements as accent, but not
more than 30% of the finished hairstyle;
- the use any type of professional hair cosmetics, any tools for
hair styling and any techniques;
- to use hairpieces and pads (in hair) to create a form.
10. NOT Allowed:
- regrown and undyed hair roots;
- fluffy hair on the boundary line;
- the use of wigs, masks, hats, cover the model’s hair;
- the parting hair for zones or making tails before the contest;
- the use of hairpieces and pads not covered by the model’s hair;
- to use colors sprays.
11. In assessing the jury considers the perspective haircuts,
matching fashion trends, design, texture, and haircuts lines,
colour, complexity of work, cleanliness and technique of haircut
and styling.

The Festival organizing committee: С.А.Т. Ukraine and Kyiv Academy of Hairdressing Art

 Web-site: http://crystal-angel.com.ua/for-foreign-participants/7-by-english.html - direct
link to the page where you can download all the necessary information and application forms
E-mails: info@crystal-angel.com.ua, info@kapi.com.ua , kapm@ukr.net.
T./f.: (+38 044) 455-56-72, 456-41-07, 427-02-92, 427-02-97
Mob. tel: (+38) 097) 462-45-45, (+38 093) 276-55-5, (+38 099) 212-65-57.
English translator – Olga, mob. tel: +38 093 546 72 90

In social networks: https://www.facebook.com/groups/festival.crystal.angel/;
https://www.facebook.com/crystalangel; https://vk.com/thecrystalangel; https://vk.com/crystal_angel_2017.

